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Stellingen

1.

Het gedrag van een keten kan, ten behoeve van analyse en (her)ontwerp, worden bestudeerd door de
keten te beschouwen als een netwerk van samenwerkende processen met precedentie relaties.
Dit proefechrift.

2.

Een ketenproces kan, ten behoeve van analyse en (her)ontwerp, worden gemodelleerd en geanalyseerd
vanuit de beschrijving van zijn (structurele) gedrag en zijn interfaces naar het keten managementsysteem.
Dit proefschrift

3.

Voor de analyse van de penetratie van klantorders in ketens is het concept van het ketenontkoppelpunt
een belangrijke aanvulling op dat van het klantorderontkoppelpunt
Dit proefechrift

4.

Om als wetenschappelijke discipline te kunnen overleven en competWef te zijn dient Supply Chain
Management een netwerk perspectief te ontwikkelen.
Dit proefschrift

5.

"The network paradigm is not to be viewed as a substitute for any theory of thefirm,of markets, or
industrial organization but rather as a supplement, a viewpoint with both normative and positive
implications" (Thorelli, 1986)
Dit proefschrift.

6.

Omdat bij het formuleren van een bedrijfsstrategie altijd naar een optimum tussen doel en middelen
wordt gestreefd, moet informatietechnologie niet alleen worden beschouwd vanuit een "pull' optiek maar
ook vanuit een "push' optiek. Dit betekent dat informatietechnologie ook als afzonderlijk
onderzoeksgebied moet worden beschouwd.

7.

Waarom?, Wat?, Hoe? en Wie?, Waar?, Wanneer? vormen de basisvragen die in het kader van fheorieontwikkeling moeten worden beantwoord (Dit proefschrift). Ze vormen ook de basis-vragen die
beantwoord moeten worden in het kader van kennisontwikkeling: inhoudende een kijk op de werkelijkheid (Waarom?), variabelen (Wat?), een méthode (Hoe?) en ervaring (Wie?, Waar?, Wanneer?). Theorieontwikkeling is daarom synoniem met kennisontwikkeling.

8.

Om een kwalitatief uitstekend product te leveren zijn in de versketen korte doorlooptijden van eminent
belang. Doorlooptijd vormt daarom in de meeste van deze ketens het belangrijkste prestatiekengetal.
Omdat het performance denken op milieugebied sterk in belang toeneemt, zal in de nabije toekomst een
kengetal op dat terrein ("ketenmilieuprofier) minstens zo belangrijk worden.

9.

Er bestaat geen paradigma dat niet door onderzoekers geanalyseerd, begrepen en gesystematiseerd kan
worden. Er is evenmin een wetenschap die niet door onderzoekers van andere wetenschappen op zinvolle
wijze kan worden gebruikt

10.

De geboorte van een kind is een veel groter moment van creatie dan de afronding van een proefschrift
Immers de geboorte van een kind houdt vele beloftes in waarvan het schrijven van een proefschrift er
maar één van velen is. Een bijzonder moment van creatie is het als geboorte (van het kind) en promotie
(van de vader) vlak na elkaar plaatsvinden.
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Abstract

This study aims to contribute to the development of theory and a method for chain research. It
defines and analyses major research perspectives on chains: process perspective, performance
perspective and institutional perspective. From one of these perspectives, the process
perspective, a research framework is designed. The framework consists of four elements: a
process view of chains, definition of major variables to be taken into account in chain
research, a method and tools to analyse and (re)design chains in practice, and practical
applications in cases. The research focuses on logistics processes in food chains.
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Chapter 1

1.1

Introduction

Introduction: collaboration in agribusiness and food chains.

Currently, many organizational changes are taking place and new strategic directions are
emerging in the field of agricultural production. Because of technological developments,
increased international competition, over-supply of food products and new consumer demands, food producing companies are being forced to a change over from push (supply)
oriented production to pull (demand) oriented production. (Hughes, 1994).
The new demands are for high quality products, products in broad assortments that are
available all year, short product life cycles, short lead times and competitive prices. Also,
societal constraints and requirements are being imposed on economic activities to
economize on the use of resources and to ensure, for instance, animal friendly and safe
production, and restricted pollution. Combined with typical characteristics of the agricultural production process, e.g. perishability of products, varying quality of products and
seasonal supply of raw materials (Trienekens and Trienekens, 1993), this creates new
demands for businesses in the production of food.
For the businesses this implies listening more to the demands and expectations of
customers, placing more emphasis on quality control and environmental issues and shifting
from the production of bulk towards the production of specialities with high added value.
These changes result in a larger product range, shorter product life-cycles, flexible
production and distribution structures and a reduced throughput time of (fresh) products.
One strategy companies have deployed to cope with these developments, is that of forming
alliances with important suppliers and customers. By making agreements about product
characteristics and delivery conditions, companies try to comply more satisfactorily with
the demands of customers (and other stakeholders) and to increase efficiency in the
production process. In recent years there has been growing interest in extending these
agreements to other parties in the production column, parties which are not direct suppliers
or customers of the companies involved, resulting in so-called chains.
Especially in food chains there is a large degree of interdependence between links (Boehlje
et al., 1995), which stresses the need for businesses to collaborate with other parties in the
chain (Hughes, 1994; Downey, 1996).
To achieve chain collaboration themes like common strategies, cultural differences, trust
and commitment, and contracting become key issues (Downey, 1996). Essential in this
respect are open communication structures between chain participants, which underlines
the importance of new information and communication technology for chains (Van Beek et
al., 1998). During the last decades the opportunities offered by information technology
have become an important vehicle to achieve new business structures (Hammer and
Champy, 1993, Davenport, 1993). Important examples are Electronic Data Interchange
(EDI) and the internet.
To support businesses in these developments, many chain research projects have been
performed in the last few years, with objectives such as building new marketing strategies,
lowering integral chain costs, developing chain quality systems, development of integral
1

quality systems, etc.
1.2

Problem definition

Chain research, as it is strongly allied to management sciences, involves many interrelated
aspect systems, such as economic, social, legal, logistics, and information systems. In any
chain research, different aspect systems must be included to give the research empirical
relevance (Van Beek et al., 1998).
However, no research is able to take into account the large diversity of aspects that are
generally related to chain problems. The choice of what aspects to take into account in
what situations is therefore a crucial one.
To be able to support these choices, an interdisciplinary and integrating view of chains is
necessary, which would enable researchers to make the right demarcations and the right
choices regarding empirical problems. Although several authors have developed methods
in the last few years to approach specific chain problems (e.g. throughput time reduction,
product quality improvement), no such integral view of chains has been developed so far.
A literature search reveals (see chapter 2 of this thesis) that there are many different
scientific approaches to coordination between companies. Not much fmetuning
between the approaches has been achieved so far.
Methods and techniques of researchers in chain management often depend on the
expertise available in businesses, consultancy agencies and research institutes
involved in particular projects -(see for example Beers et al., 1998). There is no
accepted research methodology for chains.
This thesis has two goals:
- It aims to demarcate basic research areas on chains, which reflect basic research
perspectives on chains. In relation to these areas, it aims to clarify the position and scope
of various scientific approaches to chains (Transaction Cost Economics and Supply Chain
Management amongst others).
- It aims to contribute to the development of theory and a method for chain research.
Because of the broadness of chain research, this thesis focuses on one important area:
analysis and (re)design of chain processes. (This research area is delineated in chapter 2).
1.3

Research approach

Theory building on chains is still immature. Exploration of a new field of research
involves different methods than the more mature scientific fields do. The latter usually use
the empirical cycle in which hypothesis testing is the motor of theory building (hypothetical-deductive method, Koningsveld, 1987).
According to Whetten (1989) a first step in (new) theory building is the constitution of
propositions, which involves an initial exploration and formulation of concepts concerning
an empirical domain: "The primary difference between propositions and hypotheses is that
propositions involve concepts, whereas hypotheses require measures". Also Eisenhard
(1989) stresses the importance of a priori specification of theory components in the first
steps of theory building: "A priori specification of constructs can... help to shape the initi2

al design of theory building research".
This thesis takes two paths to arrive at the initial constructs of a chain theory:
- Definition of basic research areas on chains, reflected by different research perspectives
on chains. This is achieved by a literature search.
- Development of theory and a method for chain research, with a focus on one important
research area. This is achieved by developing a research framework.
A major part of the thesis is concerned with the design of the research framework.
The usability of frameworks in theory development is stressed, among others, by Porter
(1991): "
Frameworks identify the relevant variables and the questions which the user
must answer to develop conclusions tailored to a particular industry and company. In a
sense they can be seen almost as expert systems.... The theory embodied in frameworks is
contained in the choices of included variables, the way variables are organized, the
interactions among variables and the way in which alternative patterns of variables and
company choices affect outcomes".
Whetten (1989) gives an overview of elements constituting scientific theories. A complete
theory must contain four essential elements, which in this thesis are also considered to be
the basic components of the research framework to be designed:
- Why?: what are the underlying psychological, economic, or social dynamics that justify
the selection of factors and the proposed causal relationships? The Why? question is
essential when it refers to the context in which the theory is developed and the view of the
researcher. The view of the researcher again is embedded in the current scientific paradigm, which represents the perspective on empirical reality of the scientific community. A
major element of the Why? question is the type of empirical problems a theory wants to
tackle.
- What?: which factors (variables, constructs, concepts) should be considered as part of the
explanation of the social or individual phenomena of interest. Choosing therightfactors
with therightscope is essential here.
- How?: how are these factors related?.
- Who?, Where?, When?: these questions concern how a theory can be validated.
Answers to the Why?, What?, How?, Who?/Where?/When? questions will form the basic
components of the research framework to be developed. In line with Porter's definition, the
framework includes a theory on chains, a method for chain research, and validation/testing
of the method:
- the Why? question is answered by my view of chains and the scope of empirical
problems to be tackled.
- the What? question is answered by the variables in the framework.
- the How? question is answered by the relationships between the variables and their
application in a method for chain analysis and (redesign. The method includes
tools/instruments to analyse and (re)design chains.
- the Who?, Where? and When? question are answered by application of the framework in
the form of cases and by 'evidence'fromliterature.

3

Research cycle
The thesis research cycle consists of four steps:
The first step aims at definition of research perspectives on chains.
1. Three research perspectives on chains are defined. They are: process, institution and performance perspective. Various scientific approaches from literature are related to these
perspectives.
The following 3 steps form the core of the thesis and are performed in an iterative way.
Data collection in case studies and analysis of these data have overlapped frequently.
research perspective:
the process perspective.
This is worked out by
development of a research framework for
analysis and (re)design
of processes in chains.

Although the process perspective on chains has been treated
well so far in literature, see for example Cooper et al. (1997a)
for an overview, most research projects are directed at problem
solving (e.g. throughput time reduction or product quality
improvement), without paying much attention to an integrated
research method.

3. Specification of the variables (What?) of the framework for logistics processes in food
chains (food chains are chosen as empirical domain in this research).
4. Framework application: case studies in food chains to test/validate the framework. Case
studies are drawnfromchain projects performed in practice.
The different phases in the research are depicted in figure 1.1.

4

Definition of
research perspectives
on chains
Focus on:
Design of a research
framework for chains
from a process perspective
Specification of:
Logistics processes
in food chains
Elaboration of:
Framework application in
food chain cases

Figure 1.1 Research design
Figure 1.2 stresses the iterative character of the research by showing the cycles that form
the core of the research (steps 2 to 4 in figure 1.1): framework design and framework
application.

5

Define research object: chains
from a process perspective

analysis

Figure 1.2 Cycles for framework design and application
Framework design cycle (right circle in figure): within the field of chain research the focus
is on the process perspective on chains. Theoretical and practical reflection by literature
analysis and case studies; lead to a research framework for analysis and (re)design of
processes in chains. Subsequently, the framework is tested/applied in a regulative cycle.
Framework application (left circle in figure). Framework application resembles a
regulative cycle (Van Strien, 1985; Ffofstede, 1992): (re)design and changing of empirical
reality. First, an empirical problem is defined. The framework (current status) is applied by
choosing the relevant variables and their relations ('apply framework' in the figure). Data
collection and analysis concerning the relevant variables and their relations takes place. A
new situation is designed, followed by evaluation of the contribution to problem solving.
Evaluation in the regulative cycle coincides with evaluation in the framework design cycle
and may be followed by a new cycle.
1.4

Validation

We recognize two validation tests that are of importance for our research (see for example
Segers, 1983;Ellram, 1996):

6

Face validity reflects how accurately the results represent the phenomenon studied. It
includes:
- theoretical reflection on meaning and content of the concepts used,
- specification of theoretical dimensions of the concept,
- reflected choice of indicators for each of the distinguished dimensions.
Construct validity can be measured by testing whether theoretical compositions are
reflected by empirical evidence. It reflects how accurately variables, concepts and
relationships are composed and how accurately they can be operationalized.
Validation in this research takes place with three instruments:
- Literature analysis, which aims to identify
- scientific approaches to chains and relate these to the research perspectives
recognized,
- the elements of the research framework for chains from a process perspective.
- Case study research to apply the framework. Case studies are performed to make
framework variables and their relations explicit in analysis and (re)design of chains (see
regulative cycle). The case study method is qualitative in nature and focuses on a small
number of cases. Cases in this respect are chosen for theoretical, not statistical reasons
(Eisenhardt, 1989). In explorative research case study methods often provide a richness
and depth of knowledge of the phenomenon studied, which is necessary to build theory.
Mintzberg (1979) (cit. Eisenhardt, 1989) states: "For while systematic data create the
foundation for our theories, it is the anecdotal data that enable us to do the building.
Theory building seems to require rich description, therichnessthat comes from anecdote.
We uncover all kinds of relationships in our hard data, but it is only through the use of this
soft data that we are able to explain them".
- Expert testing. Framework elements are frequently discussed with experts, in and outside
case studies.
1.5

Cases in this thesis

Since the beginning of the 1990s companies and research institutes have shown great
interest in chain projects in the food sector in many countries. In this thesis cases originate
from two groups of projects.
In 1995 and 1996 various projects
on Efficient Consumer Response
In the period 1994-1998 the foundation for Agri
(ECR) were performed. In projects
Chain Competence, a governmental subsidized
in which I was involved, several reorganization in the Netherlands that enables
tail chains were analysed with the
public-private partnerships, has supported more
aim to improve logistics (lower
than 60 projects with subjects such as chain stratethroughput times, lower stock,
gy, chain organization, chain care systems, chain
lower costs), control structures and
logistics, chain information systems.
information architectures. Methods
developed in these projects were
further tested in several graduate student thesis projects in 1997 and 1998.
7

From 1996 to 1998 a large project in Dutch horticulture was performed with the aim to
build new logistic structures for Dutch horticulture. Projects I was involved in were:
- design of a management model for a marketing organization of horticultural products
(bridging supply and demand in the horticulture chain),
- design of a short term chain planning (and information) system for horticulture products,
- design of a supply planning/forecasting (and information) system.
In the first group of projects key aspects were market orientation and customer service, tod
speed and efficiency of the product flow. In the second group of projects key aspects were
coordination of demand and supply and design of logistics infrastructures. Together these
projects offer a broad scope of analysis and the (re)design of chain processes.
In both groups of projects, multiple data sourcing was performed to identify variables and
relations for the framework that was to be designed. Methods were discussed with researchers and key practitioners in the field. Further methods have been discussed aiid
elaborated jointly with researchers from the international scientific community (Coll et al.,
1998; Trienekens and Hvolby, 1999a) (the cases will be elaborated in chapter 5).
1.6

Contribution of this thesis

This thesis contributes to existing scientific knowledge of chains. It does so by:
- Defining basic research perspectives on chains and relating various scientific approaches
to vertical coordination to these perspectives.
- Designing a research frameworkfromthe process perspective on chains, which entails
the:
- development of a process approach to chains including a view of chain processes
and the scope of empirical problems to be tackled (answering the Why? question of
theory/framework building),
- definition of relevant variables for chains from a process perspective, which is
further specified to logistics management in chains (answering the What? question
of theory/framework building),
- definition of relations between the variables and definition of a method to
analyse and (re)design chains (answering the 'How?' question of theory/framewo|rk
building).
Practical chain problems are tackled by choosing the relevant variables and relationships.
The method (How?) includes supporting tools/instruments for analysis and (re)design of
chains:
- a modelling tool to analyse and (re)design chain infrastructures: aiming at
throughput time reduction and efficiency improvement in chains,
- a modelling tool to analyse and (re)design chain decision structures: aiming to
improve the gearing of decisions in chains and to thereby improve efficiency,
- a modelling tool to analyse and (re)design chain processes: aiming to optimi
interfaces between chain links and chain management.
Application of theframeworkin cases reflects the 'Who?', 'Where?', 'When?' questions of
theory building.

8

1.7

Structure of the thesis

- Chapter 1 gives an overview of the research approach.
- Chapter 2 defines three research perspectives on chains and relates various scientific
approaches to vertical coordination to these perspectives, thereby demarcating areas of
chain research.
- Chapter 3 focuses is on the process perspective on chains. From this perspective a research framework is designed for analysis and (re)design of processes in chains.
- Chapter 4 specifies elements of this framework for logistics in food chains. Typical characteristics of food chains play an essential role in this chapter.
- Chapter 5 presents four food chain cases to test/validate the research framework.
- Chapter 6 presents conclusions and identifies some major fields for further research.

9
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Chapter 2 Research on vertical coordination

2.1

Introduction

This chapter provides an introduction to literature on vertical coordination. First, major
perspectives on chains will be defined. In section 2.3 various scientific approaches
(Transaction Cost Economics and Supply Chain Management amongst others) will be
discussed. In section 2.4 these approaches will be related to the perspectives on chains.
Finally, section 2.5 will give an overview of the broadness of chain research by
summarizing a variety of views, variables and research approaches in chain research.
2.2

Perspectives on chains

Several definitions of chains are given in the literature, for example:
- The international center for competitive excellence of the university of North Florida
considers supply chain management to be "the integration of business processes from end
user through original suppliers that provides products, services and information that add
value for customers" (Lambert, 1994; cit. Cooper et al. 1997).
- Ellram and Cooper (1990) define supply chain management as "an integrative philosophy
to manage the total flow of a distribution channel from the supplier to the ultimate user".
- Christopher (1992) defines supply chain as "the network of organisations that are
involved, through upstream and downstream linkages, in the different processes and
activities that produce value in the form of products and services in the hands of the
ultimate customer".
- According to Beers et al. (1998) a chain can be defined as "... a network of connected
organizations aimed at the fulfilment of specific consumer needs .... in conjunction with
the fulfilment of needs of other stakeholders of such an entity",
- Zuurbier et al. (1996) consider a chain to be "a collaboration between two or more
companies that take positions in successive stages of production" (translated from Dutch).
The first three definitions define supply chains, pointing at their logistic origin. The last
two define chainsfroma broader perspective. In all these definitions three basic elements
can be recognized:
- Chains are customer oriented, i.e. the relation between the entity chain and its market(s)
is a basic issue in theories on chains.
- To meet customer demands a series of processes (with precedence relationships) must be
executed.
- To coordinate these processes collaboration between organizational units is necessary.
In this thesis three distinct perspectives on chains are chosen as identified by Beers et al.
(1998) and Trienekens et al. (1998) in the definition of chains:
1. Chains involve the relations between two or more organizational entities (organizations,
departments, functions, processes),
2. insofar as these relations aim at a common (consumer determined) objective,
3. as this is created by a sequence of processes/activities of parties involved.
11

The first can be called the institution perspective, the second the performance perspective
and the third the process perspective on chains.
Institution

Performance

Process

Figure 2.1 Research perspectives on chains
The institution perspective
focuses on the possible waysjaf linking chain participants together, A range of coordination options, varying from very rigid ways of coupling to very loose ones, belong to this
focus. Another aspect of this perspective is the institutional environment Ihat^ncompasses
the political, legaL social, economic and cultural context of the companies at stake.
Stakeholders other than the chain customer (governmental organizations, financial
organizations, branch organizations, etc.) are also considered an important issue.
The process perspective
focuses on chain processes. A process is a set of related activities performed to achieve a
certain goal. In a chain there are physical processes (production and distribution processes), administrative processes (supporting physical processes) and management processes
(planning and control of physical and administrative processes).
The difference between the process perspective and the institution perspective can be
clarified as follows. In the literature a rough distinction is made between two (opposing)
approaches to organizational structuring: the functional approach and the process
approach Function oriented organizational approaches focus on grouping activities and
tasks within an enterprise into functions. The aim is to structure the internal organization
of the enterprise according to a (strict) division of labour and hierarchical structures. This
is done to achieve efficient use of resources. In contrast, process oriented organizational
approaches focus on grouping activities and tasks around processes that lead to the output
required by customers. (Davenport, 1993; Hammer and Charnpy, 1993; Eijnatten, 1996).
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